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OF ROUGFHESS OF A_IR_TO~LS,*
By 0. Schrenk.
of the experimc-ntso-nairfoils with rough-
ened pressure (i.e., under) sides (sse Report I, No. IV, 4 of
llErgebnisse der Aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt zu Gott ingen”),
we will here report on the effects of coarsely roughening not
only the pressure side but also the su~tioil or upper side of air–
foils, as the first ,groupof a iargex series of experiments.
The airfoil used for the roughneus experiments was a hollow
sheet–metal airfoil of 120 cm (4-7.24in,) span and 30 cm (1-1.81
in.) chord. It had a rectangular plan a,nd.the same profile or
cross section t’nroughout (profile 449 from the series in Report 1,
pp. 101 and 112) . For the roughening, a wire gauze of 0.5 mm
(.02 inc) wire witk square meshes (38 in 10 cm or 9.65 in 1 in.).
The wire gauze was soldered t~,the airfoil with one set of wires
parallel to and the other set perpendicular to the edges of the
airfoil. The location and width of the roughened portions of
the airfoil a,reshown in Figs. 1 and 2. For comparison, the air-
foil was also tes’~cdwith a perfectly smooth surface. The fol-
.
,
*t’Rauhigkeitse in:l&sse an Tragfl&geln,ll ;rom l*Ergebnissc der
Aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt Z*JGottingen, lfReport 111,
pp. 112-114. (See also N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No.,
375.)
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandw. No. 430
lowing cases were tested:
I. Pressure side rou~h (Fig. 1);
11.’ “Eiieti”on”S-id-e”rough (Fig. 1);
111. Both sicicsrough (I and II) (rig. 1);
IV. Roughness near leading edge (Fig. 2);
v. Roughness in.middle of airfoil (Fig. 2);
VI. Roughness at trailing edge (Fig. 2).




are shown graphically ir.Figs. 3-4, and numer-
I–VII. At the same angle of attack, as here
on the pressure side generates a.soiflewhat
greater lift. This is accompanied, however, by a considerable
increase in the profile (or wing-section) drag, thus reducin-g
the lift-dra~ ratio. The maximum lift is somewhat less thail
that of the entirely ,smoothwing. Moreover, these results con-
firm the results of previous tests on an airfoil with roug’n
pressuie side (p. 69 of the First G~ttingen Report).
Roughening the suction side produces a considerably more un-
favorable result. This not only increases the drag, but also
decreases the lift considerably. A similar result is also shown
by the polar curve for the airfoil roughened”on both sides.
Even these first experiments demonstrate the importance of a
smooth upper surface.
though even’here it is
as possible.
Roughness on the under side is not so bad,
advantageous to have the su.rfaccas smooth
.
.N..4.C.A. Technica~ Ner,orandum No. 430 3
The relative sensitiveness to roughness of the different
portions of the surface,is shown by ‘cases IV–VI, in which only
single portions of the suction side were roughened, as shown in.
Fig. 2. Practically no effect was produced by roughening the
trailing edge (case VI), the polar curve almost coinciding with
the one for the smooth airfoil. A greater effect was produced
by roughening the central portion (case V) and a still much
greater effect was produced by roughening the portion near the
leading edge (case IV), which is especially sensitive to all
disturbances. Here there was a very notices’gle increase in the
drag and a considerable decrease in the lift. Moreover, the
flow here becomes detached at relatively small angles of attack.
TABLE I.
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N.A. C.A. Technical Memorandum
TAELE IV.
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T.4BLEVI. TABLE VII.





























































































































., fi,A.C.A. Technical Memorandum ~o.430 Figs.1,2
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o Perfectly smooth ‘“” “’
Fig.4
